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The J(+ meson, production in proton-,nucleus coUisions is of great 

interest as these readions allow one to investigate the nuclear structure 

a~ short distances between nucleons [1]. The pD -+3 HAK+ reaction 

is a process with high momentum transfer. So, at the threshold of th~s 
' \ 

reaction (Tp = 11322\-:f eV) initial proton and deuteron have momenta 

~ 1 Ge V / c in the c.m.s. but in the final state all nucleons are at rest: 

At the proton kinetic energy in the lab<>rntory system Tp below 1580 
I . 

Me V the p + N -+ N + A + K process on a free nurleo~ N at rest 

is forbidden by. the energy-momentum conservation. Therefore the 

pD -+3 HAI(+ reaction in this region occurs either through involving 

high momentum components of the deuteron wave function when in

cident proton collides with one of its nucleons ( one-step mechanism, 

Fig. 1 ,a) or by means of active interaction with two nucleons of the 

deuteron (two-step mechanism,,Fig.1,b). It seems less obvious that in 

the last case the high momentum components of the wave function will 

be required. In this respect the pD -+3 HAI(+ reaction is similar. to 

pD -+3 He1r0 [2] and pD -+3 H e'T/ [3] reactions for which the two-step 

mechanism (called a three -body one in literature) was found to dom

inate [3, 4]. Indeed, the pD -+3 HA+ J(+ and pD -+3 H e'T/ reactions 

have deeper analogy in the framework of the two-step mechanism with 

subprocesses pp -+ d1r+ and 1r+n .~ AK+ or 1r+n -+ P'T/ respectively. 

The relation between masses of initial and final particles in these re-. 

actions is such that at the corresponding 'threshold of the reaction as 

well as for the angles Bc.m. ~ 90° which determines the direction of the 

final meson momentum in respect to the incident beam, all intermedi

ate particles ( 1r-meson, deuteron, nucleon) are near to on-mass-shell 

in a very wide energy range above the threshold [5]. For this reason the 
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two-step mechanism corresponding to ·the Feynman graph in Fig.1,b 

seems to be the most' realistic model of this reaction. It should be 
. . 

noted that for production of 1r'-mesons and heavier mesons (w, </>, ry') 

as well as for target-nuclerwith A~ 3 the above mentioned velocity 

matching does not take the place. 

'Another interesting aspect 'of the pD .--+3 HAI(+ reaction is con

nected· with formation of the hypertritium nucleus 3 HA in the final 

state. The 3 HA nucleus is a loosely bound system with the bind

ing energy c ~ 2.35MeV which probably has a configuration of the 
3 HA--+ d + A (6]. An investigati,on of the pD ..:...+3 HAI(+ reaction can 

give a new independent information about the wave· function of the 
3 HA nucleus. 

In the framework of the two-step mechanism the amplitude A1w0st (pD --+ 

3HAI0") of the pD --+3· HAI(+ reaction can be written in'the full anal

ogy with the amplitude of the pD --+3 He77.reaction [4]. As a result, 

we get 

Atw0st (pD - 3 HAK+) = C y'3 A1(pp--+ d1r+)A2(1r+n--+ J(+dA):F(Po,Bo) 
2m · · 

(1) 

where A1 p,nd A 2 ~re the amplitudes of the processes pp --+ d1r+ and 

1r+n --+ J(+ A respectively, mis the nucleon mass, C = 3/2 is the iso

topic spin factor allowing for the summation over isotopic spin indices 

in the intermediate state; the nuclear formfactor in exp. (1) is defined 

as 

F(R ~) -j d3
q1 d

3
q2 wd(q1)wH(q2) (2) 

o, 
0 

- (21r)3 (21r)3 EJ - (Po+ Q1 + q2)2 + i1: · ' 

Here 'lld(q1) is·the wave function of the deuteron and WH(Q2) is 

the wave function of the 3 HA nucleus in the 3 HA --+ d + A-channel in.· 
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momentum space; _Eo and Po are the energy and momentum of the 

intermediate 7r- meson at zero momenta of nucleons in the nuclear 

vertices q1 = Q2 = 0: 
1 1 · 2 1 . 

Eo =El(+ 3Ey - 2ED, Po= 3PH + 2PD, (3) 

where Ei is the energy of the jth particle in the c.m.s., PD and PH 

are the momenta in the initial deuteron and the 3 HA nucleus in the 
. '· ;_ ' 

c.m.s. respect_ively. 

The amplitude (1) is connected to the differential cross _section of 
' ' '-' . ~ : .. 

th~ pD --+3 _HAI(+ reaction by the following eJSpression , 
, )!' 

_da = _1_2_1PHI IA(pD --+3 HAK+)l2, (4) . 
dO 641r2 

Spd IP DI 

where Spd is the invariant mass of the initial p+d state. The amplitudes 

A1(PP--+ d1r+) and A2(1r+n--+ AJ(+) ;re related to the corresponding 
' ' ! • ' ' 

differential cros~ sections by analogous relations. One should note that 

the a~plitudes A 1 and A.2 are factored outside the integral sign at the 

point Q1 = q2 = 0. 

The amplitu~e of the one-step mechani;m corresponding to the 

Feynman graph in Fig.1, a can be written as 

'AoneSt (pD _ 3 HK+)= ~A3(pN--+ NAK+)if!(Q), (5) 

where A3 is the pN --+ N AK+ process amplitude which i~ factored 

outside the two-loop integration sign. The nuclear formfactor <I>(Q) is 

defined by 
I 1'' '•\ 

<I>(Q) = j d3r<pd(r)<pj"(r)wt(2r) exp (iQr), (6) 

where 
1 1 

Q= 3PH- 2PD. (7) 
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One should note t~at integral ( 6) has a meaning of the deuteron elastic 

formfactor Fn(2Q) 'at the transferred momentum ~ = 2Q modified 

by the presence of the hypertritium wave .function W H( ½r) in the ·in

tegrand. It is obvious that the formfactor <I>(Q) decreases fast with 

growing.Q. 

Th~ one-step amplitude has been numericaly calculated here us

ing bothS- and D-components of the deuteron wave function for 

the RSC potential in parametrisation (7]. Using the experimental data 

,, on the t~t~l cross section UNN-+K+ (8] we estimated here the squared 

amplitude IA3(pN - N AJ<+)12· as ~ 250 + 450Gev-2 in the initial 

proton energy range 1.6 - 3.0 Ge V. The numerical calculations for 

the two-step mechanism are performed in the s-wave approximation 

for the deuteron wave function (7]. (As was shown by our calculations, 

the.contribution of the deuteron D-component to the cross section is 
I , , < / 

about 10 %). For the wave function ohhe 3 HA nucleus the d+p-model 

developed in Ref. (6] on the basis of separable AN -interaction is used. 

In this model the 3 HA wave function only contains the S-component. 

In the S-wave approximation the factor (2) takes the form 

Fooo(Po,Eo) = _!_ fooo io(Por)exp(iEor)cpd(r)cpH(r)r dr. 
4K O .· . 

(8) 

For the differential cross section of the reaction pp - dx+ the parametri

sation of Ref. [9] is used here. For th~ x+n - AI(+ differential cross 

section the parametrisation of the total cross section from Ref. (10] is 

used and isotropic behaviour of the cross section is assumed. 

, We have investigated here numericaly the behaviour of the form

fact?r Fooo(Po, Eo) as a function of incident proton kinetic energy TP 

at different J(+-meson scattering angles 0c.m.· The momentum Po is 
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,. 

a rather ~ast decreasing function of Tp at 0c.m. 1.80° (Po = 0.5 -

0.lGeV/c in the range 1',, = 1.1 - 3.0GeV)'. On the contrary, at the 
' . 

scattering angles 0c.m. = 0~ and 90~ both t~1e energy Eo and momen-: 

tum Po are increasing functions of Tp (Eo,Po ~. 0.5 - l.2GeV). This 

behaviour of Po results in a large value of the formfactor IFooo(Po, Eo)l2 . . 

at Be.in.= 180° in comparison to the ones at 0c.rn. = 0° anq 90°. If one 

substitutes the wave function of the 3 He nucleus in the d + p- c;han

nel [11] instead of the 3 HA hypernucleus in exp. (8) then the. squared 

formfactor IFooo( Po, Eo) 12 corresponds to the one for th~ pD - 3 H eT] 

r·eaction and it turns out" to decrease faster with growing ~ncident en

ergy Tp and its . .value at the threshold increases by a factor of 3-5. 

The calculated differential cross sections of the pD - 3 HAK+ re

action are presented in Fig.2 . One can see from this picture that 
' ' ' ' 

for any scattering angle the differential cross section has, a . sharp 

maximum at the proton energy Tp ~ l.2Ge V; which displays the 

corresponding sharp peakobserved in the total crnss section of the 

x+ N .- A+ I(+ reaction (see Ref. (10] and references therein). On 

the whole, the relations between differential cross sections at the angles 
' ' . ' . 

0c.rn. == 0°, 90° and 180° follow from corresponding relations between 

formfactors IFooo(Po, E,o)l2
• 

.. The differential cross section of _the pD - 3 HAJ{+ reaction pre

dicted by the two-step model differs from that for the pD - 3H e17 r<>

action in two respects (4]. First, the maximum value of tlw /{+-meson 
" ' l' 

production cross section~ lnb/ sr is about 50 times small<>r than that 

for the 17-meson production. Secondly, tlH' pD - 3HAK+ reaction 

cross section is a smootlH'r dPcn'asing function of incident proton 
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energy · in comparison with the cross section of the pD -+3 H ery re

action. As follows from the behaviour of the formfactor IFooo(Po, Eo)l2 

both'these peculiarities are in part connected to the form of the wave 

function of the 3 HA' nucl~us. 

··The results of calculation in the framework of the one-step mech-' 

anism ar~ presented in Fig.3 . One can see that the contribution of 

this mechanism is two - three orders of magnitude smaller than that 

following' from· the two-step mod et· 

·. In corichisiori, we note that the two-step mechanism of the pD -+ 

3HAJ<+'ieaction is used owing to the velocity matchirif In the case 

of ry-meson production this mechanis?1 explains qualitatively the 

energy dependence of the cross section above the threshold [4]. How-
. , ' 

ever, just at the threshold this model is in strong contradiction with 

the experimental data on the pD -+3 He~ reaction [4]. One of a 

reason for it is probably a strong attractive interaction in the final 

T/ .:.:.. 3 He state caused by an excitation of the nucleon N*(1535) reso

nance (4, 12]. At present there are no experimental data pointing to 
,, 

the pres~nce of strong coupling of the J(+ -meson to any nucleon res-

onance in the resonance mass region of 1.2-?.0 GeV. Therefore one 

can suppose that final state interaction in the pD -t3 HAJ(+ reaction 

will not be of great importance in contrast to the TJ-production. 

Authors is sincerely grateful fo L.A. Kondr<l,tyuk and L. Mailing 

for usefu~ discussion. This work was supported in part by grant N° 
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Fig.1 The one- step (a) and two-step (b) mechanisms of the pD -+3 

HAJ<+ reaction . 
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Fig.2. The differential cross section of the pD ---+
3 HAI(+ reaction 

calculated for the two-step mechanism as a function of incident proton 

kinetic energy at different angles of !(+-meson 0c.m. = 0°, 90°, 180° 
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